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521 East 3rd St., Side Entrance, Brooklyn, New York 11218 
An abstract formalism is presented wherein a mathematical learning theory 
is explored. Numerous examples from the literature are presented, emonstrating 
how our axiomatic framework formally unifies diverse examples of pattern 
recognition. Our principal result, the adaptive learning theorem, discusses the 
expected waiting time of different learning machines. Roughly speaking it states 
that all algorithms for the induction of boolean relationships between a dependent 
binary parameter and a finite preassigned set of independent parameters have 
asymptotically identical average rates of learning. We also give a lower bound 
for the average learning speed as well as necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
machine to achieve it. We discuss applications of our methods to classical 
pattern recognition problems as well as possible application to more com- 
plicated research problems. Our principal mathematical innovation is a fruitful 
correspondence b tween probability spaces and labeled tree representations. 
INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is the formal presentation, in an abstract setting, 
of a mathematical learning theory. With in this framework our basic goal will be 
the investigation of the expected waiting t imes associated with various learning 
procedures. We obtain lower bounds and asymptotic results as well as complete 
descriptions of machines that achieve these lower bounds. 
Our basic learning setup is as follows: We are studying a dependent binary 
parameter, say E. We are trying to explain it with the finite preassigned set of n 
independent parameters, x1,..., x~.  An explanation consists of an equation, 
E ~- f (x l  ,..., x~), where f i s  some boolean function in the boolean algebra of the 
x i , 1 ~ i ~< n. The  data on which the induction takes place are accepted serially, 
each step describing the occurrences or nonoccurrences of E and the xi • The  
extension, limitations, and generalities of this method will be discussed later. 
To  state our ideas we introduce some notational conventions. We work over 
a probabil ity space, (T, P). T will usually be a finite space of t ime with P a 
discrete or Lebesgue measure. We agree in the sequel to make the fol lowing 
identifications: 
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Propositional variables: z, any propositional variable. 
Sets: {t ! z is true at point (i.e., time) t}. 
Binary random variables: z = 1 at point t, iff z is true at t. 
To motivate the abstract formalisms presented in later sections and to facilitate 
discussion of our ideas we use an anecdotal example. More rigorous definitions 
will be given later. We introduce boolean propositional variables defined over 
the discrete space of the days of your life. Let W = I TAKE A WALK;  
R = IT  RAINED TODAY; L = MY LEG IS BROKEN; B = THE SIDE- 
WALKS ARE BOMBED; and N = THERE IS A THREATENED NU-  
CLEAR ATTACK.  
We imagine a learning machine trying to explain the phenomena of "when 
I take a walk." Hence we regard W as a dependent parameter and R, L, B, and N 
as independent parameters. The machine read the data serially, as in Table I, 
which gives fictitious data for a week of time. 
TABLE I 
A Fictitious Data Matrix for the Anecdotal, "I Take a Walk" Example (Introduction) a 
UNIVERSES: 
U 
t= l  
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 o  
LEARNING MACHINES: 
U IR!L  IB IXl  [W !M -; t= l  1 0 0 0 0 
- - I - -O- ITTT- - I - -1 -3  
a The table is further explained in the text. More rigorous definitions are given in 
2.1-2.2. 
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Thus on Sunday and Monday (t = 1, 2) it rained (R = 1) and I did not take 
a walk (W = 0). On Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday (t = 3, 4, 5) it 
did not rain (R ~ 0) and I did take a walk (W = 1). On Friday (t = 6) even 
though it did not rain (R = 0) the sidewalks were bombed (B = 1) and I did 
not take a walk (W = 0). (The remainder of the table will be used and explained 
in Section 2.) 
On each step that data are read, the machine, M, outputs a proposed explana- 
tion, f = f(R, L, B, N). Thus in Table I, at t = 1, M, guesses f = N. This 
means that the machine xplains W with N (W = N means, " I  take a walk (W) 
only if there is a threatened nuclear attack (N)"). This explanation is consistent 
with the data at t = 1, 2 but inconsistent with the data at t = 3. Hence, at 
t = 3, M may change its guess to f  = R-  (W = R-  means, " I  always take a 
walk (W) unless it rains (R-)"). A proposed explanation is correct if f = W 
(equality of sets of (T, P)). 
The basic mathematical resuk of this paper may now be stated: Suppose 
we work in a random environment (the dependent and independent parameters 
are random, independent, and equiprobable). Then, 
(a) The average waiting time for correct induction of an explanation has 
a lower bound (i.e., there is a fastest speed of learning). 
(b) A machine learns at this speed iff it makes one guess on each step, 
the guess is consistent with past inputs, and no change of guess is made unless 
new inconsistencies arise. 
(c) All nontrivial machines learn at asymptotically the same rate; a 
machine is nontrivial if its guesses are correct when all possible inputs of inde- 
pendent parameters have been accepted. 
(d) There is no pattern which is learned by all machines quicker than 
others. 
(e) The above results do not hold in a nonrandom environment. 
An outline of the rest of the paper is as follows: After presentation, in Sec- 
tion 1, of examples from the literature, we present in Section 2 formal defini- 
tions of learning machines. In Section 3 we define random research environment, 
and then, in Section 4, calculate the speed of learning in this environment for 
some special machines. In Section 5, we develop the tree theory needed to set up 
the correspondences, of Section 6, between trees and probability spaces. This 
correspondence is used to prove the adaptive learning theorem of Section 7. In 
Section 8, we summarize our results and indicate miscellaneous remarks. 
We now turn to examples from the literature. We consider recognition of 
typewritten letters (Ullman, 1973), recognition of script letters (Eden, 1968), 
and identification of scenes (Winston, 1975). 
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In recognition of letters, pages are presented to the machine on which are 
written typewritten or script letters. The goal of the machine is recognition of 
the letters. To achieve this goal the page is divided into an m × n grid. We 
assign mn generators, xi, 1 <~ i <~ ran, called masks. (x i = 1 at time j, if the ith 
rectangle is black in the letter presented at t imej.) 
For recognition of script, the generators correspond to the four features of 
script, and their transformations, which Eden considers necessary and sufficient 
for identifying human script--bar, arch, hook, and loop. 
The pattern classes to be studied correspond to the 26 letters of the English 
alphabet. We may conceive of the pattern rules as boolean functions (Ullman, 
1973, Chap. 6}. Thus each particular example of a letter forms a distinct atom, 
telling which masks are black or white. The rule for every letter can be expressed 
as a boolean function f (x  1 ,..., x~n). Every letter is the union of those atoms 
which exemplify it. 
In Winston, various illustrations of scenes are presented at each point of time 
(e.g., house, wedge, and table). The machine's goal is to infer the identifying 
characteristics of each scene class in terms of more elementary properties (e.g., 
brick, standing, big, left-of, behind, supported by,...). The rules attempt to 
state necessary and sufficient conditions for that scene class to be present. 
Remarks 1. Recognition vs. research. We may regard pattern recognition as 
an interaction between pattern classes, pattern examples, and pattern rules. The 
illustrations from Ullman and Eden are examples of recognition--the pattern 
rules are identified but the pattern examples are not identified. 
Thus the goal of the machine is, given a printed sample, to recognize which 
letter, or rule, E = f i ,  it exemplifies. This may be reduced to the statistical 
question of a maximum-likelihood ratio problem: "Given the input, which f i ,  
1 ~< i ~< 26, is it closest o." Many works deal primarily with pattern recognition 
(e.g., Mendel and Fu, 1970; Chen, 1973; Ullman 1973). 
In the Winston illustration, however, we have an example not of recognition, 
but of research--the pattern examples are identified but the pattern rules are not. 
Thus the goal of the machine is, given that an observed scene exemplifies a
particular pattern, to guess the identifying characteristics and try and discover 
what the actual rule, E = f, is. 
Remark 2: Identification and algorithms for the x~. The Eden and Ullman 
examples deal with the same problem--recognition of printed characters. 
Nevertheless, they use different sets of generators. The identification of which 
sets of generators or parameters to use is an important problem. Very often the 
identification of the x~ is the crucial part of the research process. 
Similarly, the algorithms for the x i are an important problem. Winston, for 
example, devotes everal sections to algorithms for his x, .  Winston's algorithm for 
actual recognition of similarities (5.3.2 in Winston, 1975) is, on the other hand, 
somewhat simple and involves arbitrary constants (e.g., we throw away properties 
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that do not have 0.8 similarity or greater). No general adaptability results are 
proven for this procedure and it is not clear how this procedure would operate 
on boolean algebras with a large number of generators. 
We, on the other hand, will not discuss the algorithms for the xi at all. We are 
solely concerned with the actual earning process. As such our approach comple- 
ments others. 
We may summarize the preceding by viewing the learning process as a three- 
step process: 
(a) identification of the xi; 
(b) algorithms for the x d 
(c) actual research: guessing the intersection between E and the x i . 
We are concerned with (c). 
We now comment on the limitations or generalities of our method in contrast 
to others: 
We do not deal with: 
(i) Infinite valued functions: e.g., see Blum (1975) and the works he refer- 
ences. 
(ii) Continuous parameters: e.g., see Hanna (1969) who used an informa- 
tion-theoretic approach. 
We only deal with binary random variables and their discrete properties. 
As our examples howed, however, this covers a wide class. 
(iii) Oth vs. higher order logic: We use 0th order boolean properties. This 
precludes the use of higher order relationships as occurs in Winston or Hayes- 
Roth (1977); e.g., if L corresponds to "left-of" and A and B correspond to 
objects, then "L ^ A ^ B ~ 1" means A and B are present (A = 1 and B = 1) 
and something is to the left of something else (L = 1). We do not, however, 
know if A is to the left of B or vice versa. 
The only way to avoid this would be to "booleanize" the higher order 
predicates and introduce propositional variables XL(A.9) for each pair A, 
B(XL(A.B) = 1 ifL(A, B)). The disadvantage of such an approach is loss of nota- 
tional elegance due to the introduction of large numbers of symbols. 
The reason for studying the special 0th order case when the higher order cases 
have already been dealt with (e.g., Hayes-Roth, 1977), is that certain problems 
are more amenable to solution. In particular we completely solve the problem 
of learning rates for the 0th order case. This appears difficult in the general case 
(cf. Hayes-Roth, 1977, Sect. 8, Remarks (i)-(iii)). 
(iv) Abstract vs. specific: Our method is abstract and hence avoids the 
constraints imposed by specific sensory environments. This problem is observed 
by Eden (in Kolers and Eden, 1968; p. 196) who notes that, "the successful 
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methods classify reliably the particular set of patterns for which the methods 
were designed, but are likely to lack any significant value for classifying any other 
set of patterns." 
As an example, invariance under the symmetric group is common and impor- 
tant in visual pattern recognition. But it may not be that relevant, or even if it is 
relevant, it may not be common in other pattern research problems--l ike 
auditory pattern recognition, or grammatical research. 
Our abstract approach which emphasizes "commonality Of deep structure" 
is similar to the one employed by Hayes-Roth (1977). Hayes-Roth, however, 
deals only with the formal structure for describing the situation. He does not, 
as we do, investigate within this formal structure the problems of speed (cf. 
Section 8 in Hayes-Roth, Remarks (i)-(iii)). 
I I  
We now give our basic definitions of learning machines. We suppose that the 
machine is trying to learn and explain the phenomena E, a set which lies in a 
space of time T. We work wkh the boolean algebra B(x 1 ,..., x~,) (n is some fixed 
integer). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A universe, U, is an integral, binary, t o × (n + 1), matrix, 
taking values in the alphabet (0, 1), where t o is some positive integer or oo. 
We make the following conventions, notations, and assumptions: 
(i) U(i,j) = 1 ~> xj = 1 at time i, 
U(i, nq- 1) = 1 ~E= 1 at t imei,  for 1 ~ i~t  o. 
(ii) We let 
E( i )=+ if U( i ,n+ 1) = 1 
=- -  if U( i ,n+ 1) =0.  
(iii) We define the ith verse by 
v(i) = x~O) x~ (~> "'" x~ (~), 
where 
s(j) = + if 
=- -  if 
Note, that v(i) is an atom of B(x,,..., x~). 
(iv) We define V(i) =- Iv(i)] Ecii. 
U(i,j) = 1 
U(i,j) = O. 
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To avoid notational confusion we will let ai, 1 ~ i <~ 2", be the atoms of 
B(x 1 ,..., x~). Thus, V(i) lies in (as +, a2+,..., am +, ax-, a2-, .... am-) where 
m = 2". (1) 
(v) We frequently shall have to deal with initial segments of U. If U is a 
universe and i is a positive integer, then the initial segment of length i, of U, is 
itself a universe, U(i), with 
U(i)(k,j) = U(h,j) if k ~< i
= ;~ if k>i .  
(vi) By convention we let U(0) = V(0) = E(0) = v(0) = N. 
(vii) I f  U is a universe, then the length of U is t o , the number of rows in 
the matrix. 
Our notations and conventions on verses, atoms, and initial segments were 
illustrated (Table 1). We note that a~- is purely a notation: it means that a 1 was 
seen and E =- - .  Thus we should not interpret a l -=  (R+L-B-N- ) -= 
R-  v L vB  vN.  This notation, of aj ± standing for a~. and E= ~,  
1 ~< j ~< m, will be observed for the rest of the paper. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let f (x  1 ,..., x~) be a Boolean function in B(x 1 ,..., x,). Let 
U be a universe and j  an integer: 
(i) f is said to belong to U(j), or to be consistent with U(j), i f f (U(i ,  1), 
U(i, 2),..., U(i, n)) = U(i, n -~- 1), for 1 ~ i ~ j .  
(ii) f belongs to U or is consistent with U if f belongs to U(j) for every j .  
I f f  does not belong to U it is inconsistent. 
EXAMPLE. Let U be as in Table I. Let 
A = R-  = f l (R ) ,  
f2 = RLBN = f~(R, L, B, N), 
f~ = R-  v L = f~(R, L). 
Thus, e.g., f~ is a boolean function with f3(1, 1) = f~(0, l) = 1 = f3(0, 0), and 
fs(1, 0) = 0, independent of the values of B and N. Thenf~ belongs to U(1) and 
U(2) but not to U(3),f~ belongs to V(5) but not to (.7(6), andre belongs to U(7), 
and hence f2 belongs to U. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A learning machine is an algorithm for a partial function L 
whose 
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TABLE I I  
Examples  I l lus t ra t ing  2 .1 -2 .3  a 
UNIVERSES:  
U(2)  R L B ;X  
i 
, _ - -2TTTTT  o 
; ; ~T]TiTi 0 
u(5) it= l  
2 
31 _
4 0 
50 
ATOMS:  a l  = R+L-B-N - 
az = R-L -B -N-  
a3 - -  R -L -B+N - 
LIB 
OO 
oOO 
To  
o[o 
0 
0 
0 14 
oT  
0 1 b 
VERSES:  
v(1) = R+L-B-N - = a t  
v(2) = R+L-B-N - = a l  
v(3) = R-L -B-N-  = a2 
v(4) = R-L -B-N-  = a2 
v(5) = R-L -B-N-  = a2 
v(6) = R-L -B+N - = a3 
v(7) = RL-B-N-  = as  
E(1)  = - -  
E (2 )  
E (3)  = ÷ 
E(4)  = - -  
E (5 )  = + 
E(6)  = - -  
E (7 )  = + 
V(1) - a~- 
V(2) = a l -  
V(3) = a2 + 
V(4) = a2 + 
V(5) = a~+ 
V(6) = a~- 
V(7) = az + 
U R IL  [B  N W L '  
t=l  TTVT- -VR- ;N  
--~3 T!TooTl°oT'--T ~ 1T --R- 
a The  matr ix  U was  presented  in Tab le  I in connect ion  w i th  the  "wa lk"  example  o f  
Sect ion  1. 
Tab le  cont inued 
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(i) domain is universes, and whose 
(ii) range is probability distributions on the discrete space of Boolean 
functions B(xl ,... , x~). 
Thus if U is a universe and j  is an integer, then U(j), the initial segment of U 
of length j, is also a universe and L(U( j ) ) ( f )  is a real between 0 and 1 for every 
f ~ B(x 1 ,.., x,,). Also ~fL(U( j ) ) ( f )  = 1. L is a partial function, and hence, 
L( U(j))( f ) ~ ;3 is allowed. 
EXAMPLE. A typical example of a learner might be L'  of Table II. 
Thus on step 1, L' assigns equal probability (= ½) to R -  and N. On step 2, 
L does not guess. On step 3, L '  guesses R -  only (thus R -  is assigned probability 1 
and other functions are assigned probability 0; this is interpreted as meaning 
that L' guesses on step 3 the rule W -~- R-). 
Obviously, L '  is not a very "intelligent" learner, but for the moment we are 
concerned with a general definition. 
Remark. Our definition identifies a learner with an algorithm, not a function. 
The importance of this distinction was made explicit by Jardine and Sibson 
(1971, Section 6.2; p. 40). 
Nevertheless, in our examples we will only give the underlying function, 
since algorithms for these functions are obvious. 
To help in the sequel, we give in Table IV five learners. Before doing so, we 
give some properties of universes. Obviously, the failure of a machine to identify 
correctly the pattern in a given environment may not be the fault of the machine, 
but a fault of the environment, which might, for example, be inconsistent or 
contain too little information. 
Properties of Universes 
DEFINITION 2.4. A universe is consistent if v(i) = v(j) implies E(i) = E( j)  
for all i, j. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A universe is full iff for every atom, as., there is a verse v(k) 
with v(k) = aj.  
DEFINITION 2.6. A universe is nontrivial if i v L j implies v(i) ~ v(j). 
EXAMPLE . See Table I I I .  
LEMMA 2.7. (i) A full universe has at most one function belonging to it. 
(ii) A consistent universe has at least one function belonging to it. 
(iii) A full consistent universe has one and only one function belonging to it. 
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TABLE III 
Examples Illustrating Definitions 2.4-2.6 
INCONSISTENT CONSISTENT 
X2 
t= l  1 
2 1 1 
3 1 0 
4 0 1 
5 0 0 
6 ]0  0 
E 
i 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
x/ 
x2 lE l  
t= l  l l l  
2 ~ 111  
3 0r0  
4.0±0 
5 0 0 0 
--T/TIT,T 
NONFULL  FULL  
ixllx~ L 
'=' kZ2  
2 1 0 0 
--TT,Tio 
4 oTT  
-TT ,T IT  
Xl X2 
t= l  1 1 
2 1 0 
3 1 0 
4 0 1 
5 0 0 
L 
!i 
0 
0 
0 
1 
NON-TRIVIAL TRIVIAL 
Xl 
] - -  
t= l  1 
;-To 
3 
47 
x~E[ 
1 
,0  
1 o I 
oT 
X 1 X 2 E 
t= l  1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 
3 1 0 0 
4@1 0 
5 0 1 
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Proof. (ii) Let f = V v(i), the disjunction being taken over all i with 
E(i) ~- +. 
(iii) If the universe is also full the function is unique (by uniqueness of 
the disjunctive normal form). 
(i) If, however, the full universe is inconsistent then there are no func- 
tions belonging to it. 
Remark. In the sequel all universes will be consistent. We now give the 
examples of five learners. 
The slow learner. 
L~(U(j))(f) = 1 
= ;z5 
if (i) U(j) contains all m stoms; 
and (ii) f belongs to U(j) 
otherwise. 
The standard learner. 
L2(U( j ) ) ( f  ) = 1 
=0 
if f=  V 
l~k<;  
E(D=+ 
otherwise. 
~(k) 
If U(j) is an initial segment let 
l f belongs to U(j) and I
F~v(~))= f ((iii))f= inf ,g, ' 
g belongs 
toU(D 
l ( i)f  belongs to U(j)t 
F~V(J))= f ( i i ) f=  sup [g[ t" 
gbelongs 
tou(D 
The pilpul learner. 
L~(U(j))(f) = 1~IF (v(j)) I if f6F~ v(j)) 
= ~ otherwise 
with I1 denoting the cardinality of a set and I g[ denoting boolean function 
complexity. 
The name pilpul is derived from the method of legal reasoning employed in 
advanced Talmudic jurisprudence, from which this function was derived. 
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The topsy turvy learner. 
L4(U(j))(f ) = 1/[F~ v(j))' if f~F  v(j) 
0 otherwise. 
The moron learner. 
(see Table IV.) 
Fix an f0 E B(x 1 .... , x,~). Then 
Ls (U( j ) ( f )=  1 if f -~fo  
= 0 otherwise. 
Properties of Learners 
DEFINITION 2.8. A learner is inconsistent iff there exists a U, f, and j, such 
that: 
(i) f does not belong to U(j); 
(ii) L(U(j))(f))  C = Z;  
(iii) L(U(j))( f )  50 .  
A learner that is not inconsistent is consistent. 
]~XAMPLE. L~ is inconsistent. L 1 - -  L 4 are consistent. 
DEFINITION 2.9. A learner is nonshy if for every U andj  there exists an f  with 
L(U(j))( f )  = 1. In such a case we will write, L(U(j)) = f. ( I fL  is not nonshy, 
then it is shy.) 
EXAMPLE. La and L 4 are shy. L 2 and L 5 are nonshy. L 1 is shy. 
DEFINITION 2.10. A learner L, is nonrewardable, iff there exists a U, f, and j
such that: 
(i) f belongs to U(j) and U(j + 1); 
(ii) L(U(j))( f )  = 1 ; 
(iii) L(U( j  + 1))(f) v ~ 1. 
Otherwise, L is rewardable. 
Thus, a rewardable learner never changes its guess unless a new inconsistency 
arises. 
EXAMPLE. L2 is rewardable. Most learners that we consider will be rewardable. 
A nonrewardable arner will be given in Sections 6 and 7 (L6). 
643/4I/I-6 
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DEFINITION 2.11. (i) L converges to explanation f in universe U, if there 
exists a j0 such that 
L(U(j))(f) = 1, J >~ Jo. (2) 
(ii) I f  (2) holds, then the smallest J0 for which (2) holds will be called the 
speed or waiting time of convergence in universe U. 
(iii) L correctly converges tof in  Uiff 
(a) L converges to f in U; 
(b) f belongs to U. 
(iv) L is adaptive if it converges to a correct explanation in every con- 
sistent universe. 
EXamPLE. L2-L ~ are all adaptive. Examples of their speeds in some universes 
are shown in Table IV. L 5 converges in every universe with speed 0. However, it 
usually does not converge correctly. 
DEFINITION 2.12. A learner is a RANC learner if 
(i) it is Rewardable, 
(ii) Adaptive, 
(iii) Nonshy , and 
(iv) Consistent. 
Remarh 1. There are really two aspects to the speed of a machine: 
(i) Noncontrollable aspects: There is the speed at which inputs are received 
--this measures how many inputs are needed to get the right answer. 
Obviously, the machine cannot control this; the number of inputs it receives is 
a property of its environment, ot a property of the machine. : 
(ii) The controllable aspects. Given the inputs, the machine is usually 
required to perform computations on tl£em in some manner. Obviously, some 
machines compute faster than others. 
We have defined speed by the number of inputs needed; that is, the non- 
controllable aspects. This follows Minsky and Papert's definition (1969). Such a 
definition will make our results look stironger. For our results now say, tlat even 
given instantaneously fast computable speeds, nevertheless, the fastest learner 
still learns slowly because of the speed at which inputs are acquired. Since this 
slowness is not controllable, this slowness becomes intrinsic to the research 
process. 
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Remark 2. As is clear from Table IV, Lz-L 4 each guess certain functions 
quicker. For recognizing an atom, L 2 is faster thanL 3 . For recognizing a generator 
L~ is faster than L 2 . L 4 has the remarkable property that it guesses the pairty 
function in one step (in fact, this is L4's "problem").  
Table V gives a list of fast and slow functions for each machine. Given a 
TABLE V 
Examples of "Good" and "Bad" Functions for the Five Learners of 2.7" 
Learner Good functions Bad functions 
L1 None All 
L~ Functions with one atom; e.g., The parity function 
AB, AB-; A-B; A-B- 1 (i.e., the function I) 
L8 0, 1, A, B, A-, B-  Parity 
L~ The parity functions 0, 1, A, B, A-, B-  
L~ B All others 
a A "good" function is one for which the learner converges rapidly, and a "bad" 
function is one for which the learner converges slowly. 
function, it is clear how to construct a machine for which it is either fast or slow. 
Despite this wide variability in particular functions, we will see that the average 
speed of all machines is the same. 
I I l  
We now return to our abstract development. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A research environment is a probabil ity space (S, P) where 
(i) S is a set of universes; 
(ii) P is a probabil ity function defined over S. 
Remark. Each particular universe gives rise to a probabil ity function on the 
atoms of the boolean algebra we are studying. Thus  we have two probabil ity 
functions: 
(i) The  probabil ity that we are dealing with a particular universe. 
(ii) Given that we are dealing with a particular universe, what is the 
probabil ity that we are dealing with a particular atom. 
The  following notations and conventions will be helpful in the sequel: We 
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deal with a boolean algebra of n generators, B(x I , . . . ,  Xn). We have m = 2 ~ 
atoms (cf. Eq. (I)), a 1 ,..., a m . 
"E = f at point U" if the universe U has one explanation, and that explanation 
isf .  
"v(i) = a~ at point U" if the ith verse of U is atom a~ (cf. 2. l(iii)). 
"E(i) ----- ± at point U" iff U(L n + 1) ---- 4- (2.1(ii)). 
"V(i) : a~ ~ at point U" ifv(i) : a~ and E(i) -~ -4- (2.1(iv)). 
The statement, "W(i) is the initial segment of U" means l/V(i) = U(i). 
We will say, "F = 1 at point U" if U is full (cf. 2.5). 
We will say, "C = 1 at point U" if Uis consistent (2.4). 
To illustrate our usage of the above we note that 
P(E =- f /W( i ) )  = P(E(U) = f /U( i )  = W(i)), 
that is, the percentage of universes with initial segment W(i) which have explana- 
tionf. 
We wish to discuss the possibilities of a machine doing human research. We 
therefore define a random research environment, where the machine has maximal 
ignorance of possible outcomes. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A research environment will be said to be strongly random if 
(i) Consistency: All universes are consistent (P(C = 1) = 1)). 
(ii) Random inputs: All inputs are equiprobable: 
P(v(i) = a~) ~ 1/m (for all i and j). 
(iii) Random patterns: All patterns are equiprobable: 
P(E(i) = +)  -~ ½ ~ P(E(i) = --), for all i. 
We shall be mainly interested in strong randomness. We will, however, also 
have occasion to discuss weak randomness. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A research environment will be said to be weakly random 
if: 
(i) Consistency, nontriviality, and fullness: All universes are consistent, 
nontrivial, and full (2.4-2.6). 
(ii) Random inputs: Subject to the preceding conditions, all admissible 
inputs are equiprobable. 
(iii) Random patterns: Subject to the preceding conditions, all patterns 
are equiprobable. 
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LEMMA 3.4. An equivalent description of the weakly random research environ- 
ment is the following: 
(a) ther are 2~m! universes each of length m; 
(b) P(E -~ f )  = ½m all f; 
(c) there are m! universes where E = f (corresponding to the m! permutations 
of m atoms). 
Proof. Obvious. 
Remark. In the sequel the word random will refer to either strong randomness 
or weak randomness. 
LEMMA 3.5. A random research environment has the following properties: 
(i) P(C = 1) = 1; 
(ii) P(F-~ 1) = 1; 
(iii) P(E =f)  ~ 1/2 m (all f ) .  
In addition, suppose w  are in a strongly random research environment a d U is a 
universe. We define: 
Pu(a , )  = n,/b 
where n~ is the number of j, 1 ~ j < b, with v(j) = a, at U. 
(iv) Then the Pv , U ~ S, form a multivariate normal distribution. 
Proof. By 3.4, we only have to deal with the strongly random case. 
Part (i) is true by definition. 
Part (ii), we prove P(F :/= 1) = 0. Let 
P(F ~ 1) ~ lim n(b)/d(b) (3) 
b-~ 
where n(b) is the total number of nonfull universes among initial segments of 
length b, while d(b) is the total number of universes among initial segments of 
length b. 
By (3) it suffices to prove 
n(b) ~ m(m- 1)b2% (4) 
d(b) ~ m~. (5) 
Equation (5) follows from the fact that there are m atoms and b steps and any 
atom can appear at every step. 
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To prove (4) we observe that if a universe is nonfull then there is at least one 
atom absent from the universe. There are m ways this can happen. The remaining 
m --  1 atoms are distributed among b places (hence (m -- 1)s). Each of these 
(m -- 1) s strings can exemplify any of the 2 m functions. 
(iii) Since P(F = 1) = 1, we can assume we are dealing with full universes. 
Thus all m atoms occur. The probability that these m atoms exemplify a parti- 
cular pattern is simply ½ × ½ × ½ × "" × ½ = 1/2% 
(iv) Each P is essentially the result of tossing an m-sided die for an oo 
number of trials. The results form a multinomial distribution which at o% 
asymptotically approach a multivariate normal distribution. 
The universes of the weakly random environment have m steps each. But the 
universes of the strongly random environment have an oo number of steps. 
It will be helpful to approximate the strong environment by finite environments. 
We do this as follows. 
Let (S, P) be the strongly random research environment. For any integer, 
b > 0; we define a random research environment (S~, Ps) as follows: 
I f  U ~ S, define Us by 
Us(i) = U(i), 0 ~ i ~ b; 
Ub(i) = fg, i > b. 
I f  the resulting Ub is full we let Ub ~ Ss; if not, we ignore it. The resulting set, 
Sb, is finite, and we let Po be the discrete measure on it. 
By the term "finite random environment" we denote the (Ps, Sb) or the weak 
research environment. (So~, P~) will denote the strongly random environment. 
We have, 
LEMMA 3.6. For all finite random research environments 
(i) P(F = 1) = 1; 
(ii) P(C= 1) = 1; 
(iii) P(E =f)  = 1/2m; 
(iv) P(E = f/W(i)) ----- 1/2 ~-k, where W(i) is an initial segment of length i, 
that contains k distinct atoms, and f is any function belonging to W(i). 
(v) I f  W(i) is some initial segment describable in (S~, Pb) and (S~, P~) 
(i.e., i <~ b) then 
lira Ps(U(i)= W(i)) -= P (U( i )= W(i)). 
b-~ co 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are clear. (iii) follows from (iv) (with W( i ) := W(0) = ~). 
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(iv) Say U is a universe in {S~, Pb} with W(i) = U(i). Let v(j) = at(s), 
i< j~<b,  with the t(j) e(1,2,. . . ,m). Then V(j) =-s(J) i < j  <~b, s(j) ' * tU)  , 
(+ ,  - - )  and s(j) ~- E(j), i < j :<~ b. W(i) used k atoms which have a fixed value 
of E (by consistency). On the remaining m --  k atoms, which occur among the 
at(j), i < j <~ b, we are free to choose s(j). The probability of a particular choice 
is ½ × ~1 ... ~-- I  _ _  1/2~-~. 
(v) By definition P~o would be the limit of the Pb except for the fact that 
we deleted from Sb all nonfull universes. But by 3.5(ii) or (3)-(5), the number of 
nonfull universes is negligible, for large b. 
Remark. In the sequel all research environments (S, P) will be presumed to 
have uniform lengths. That is, i f  (S, P) is fixed and U ~ S then the length of 
U(cf. 2.1(vii)) is independent of U and dependent only on (S, P). 
There is no 10s  O f generality in this assumption since we can always assume 
the last verse of a short universe to be repeated the requisite number of times, 
giving it the proper length. 
IV 
We now calculate xactly the average waiting time of the standard learner, L 2 , 
of Section 2.7, working in a strongly random research environment (3.2). 
THEOREM 4.1. 
t m .s=m m k=Sl 
k=O wkere ~k=l 1/k = 0 by definition; E( )is the expected value or average). 
Proof. We use the method of generating functions (Feller, 1968). 
(a) Notation.: Let 
b(J.~O = the probability that j specified atoms (from m) J~ 
have occurred by step k. 
We define 
(b) 
- -  uk - -1  " 
A basic relation. We claim 
~(s,m) b(J-l'm-1) ( m --  1 t k-1 j 
'#k = k--1 ; \ m / m " 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
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Proof. (i) The left-hand side. Suppose, in universe U, that j  specified atoms 
ai60 ,..., aio) (where the i(j) are integers between 1 and m) have occurred by 
step k, but not by step k - -  1. The probability of this is "~J'~) t, /g 
The right-hand side (of (8), from right to left). 
(ii) Then the kth step must have an occurrence of one of the atoms 
ai(1) ,..., ai(~.). The probability that on step k one of thesej  atoms should occur 
is jim. 
(iii)-(iv). On the preceding k --  1 steps, the remaining j -  1 atoms had 
to appear but the j th atom (which appeared on step k) was prohibited from 
appearing. 
(iii) The probability, that thisjth atom, which appeared on step k, did not 
appear on the first k - -  1 steps, is [(m - -  1)/m] k-1. 
(iv) The probability that from these m --  1 atoms, the other j - -  1 atoms 
occurred by step k - -  1 is ~l~-l,,n-1) ~k- t  
(c) Calculation of Al,~(x). We claim 
aLl,~) (m- - l~  ~-11 
= C-W~/  m 
(9) 
This is clear: The probability of the atom occurring on step k is 1/m and the 
probability of it not occurring beforehand is ((m --  1)/m) k-1. 
Multiplying both sides of (9) by x e, summing from k = 1 to 0% and sim- 
plifying, we get 
x (  m- -1  )-1 
AIl'~)(x) = m 1 m x (10) 
(d) Calculation of A~J.m)(x). (i) Multiplying both sides ot (8) by x ~ and 
summing from 1 to oo we get 
A'J'~)(x) = J xB'~-l"'~-l'( m-1  m x . (11) 
(ii) I f  B(z) and A(z) represent the generating functions of the b~ and as, 
respectively, of (7), then a basic result states (cf. Feller, 1968) that B(z) 
A(z)/(1 -- z). Letting z = ((m --  1)/m)x in (11), we get 
A,Jo, x)  x(1 m-1 )_1 (m-X ) = x A ~j-l,m-1) x . (12) 
m m 
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(iii) If in the left-hand side of (12) we replace j by j - 1, m by m - 1, 
and x by ((m - f)/m)x, then 
/pl,“-l’(x) = L$ x (1 _ 2+ q’ A&-2,??-2) (2$- % ) .  
Substituting in the right-hand side of (12) we get 
#m(x) = d&L ( m-l -l x l--m 
1 i 
1 - +q 
x A(j-2.m-2, 
( 
m-2 
~ x . 
m 1 
Iterating this procedure by induction we obtain 
AcL”yx) = “=iI” (j _ k) (Al)” ff (1 _ + q1 A(j-i,m-i) (“t, i .g 
Je=O k=l 
foranyi 3 j- 1. 
(iv) Letting i = j - 1 and using (10) we get 
A(j,“)(x) = j! (t)’ E  (1 -  -!?I$~)“. 
k=l 
(e) By calculation and simplification we obtain 
& (log A(j,n+>> I& = m zl; . (13) 
(f) To finish calculation of E(wL2) we observe the following: The 
probability that boolean function has j atoms in its disjunctive normal form is 
(7)/2”“. Given that a function has j atoms, the average waiting time to find the 
j atoms is by (I3), m C (l/k). By convention we let L,( U(0)) = 0 (the boolean 
function with no atoms). This will be correct l/2”% of the time. 
Combining the preceding we obtain (6). 
Remark. The above calculations are true for any m (not just for m = 2”) 
since Eq. (1) was not used in the proof. 
This allows us to calculate the average waiting time in a boolean algebra with m 
atoms (e.g., if the generators of the algebra are its atoms also). We get Table VI. 
We now calculate the slowest average speed of a learner. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let a research environment, (S, P), be fixed. The slow 
learner is defined as Ll of Section 2.7. 
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TABLE VI 
Expected Waiting Times of Convergence for L 2 in a Strongly Random Environment for 
Boolean Algebras of Various Sizes (m Denotes the Number of Atoms) ~ 
m = Average number of m Inm 
the number inputs necessary to (asymptotically 
of atoms form a correct guess equal to average) 
Percentage error 
between average and 
asymptotic result 
2 1~ = 1.75 
3 3½ = 3.50 , 
4 5~-~ = 5,60 
187 5 7T~ ~ = 7.97 
1.39 
3.30 
5.55 
9.05 
1.75 -- 1.39 
21% = 
1.75 
6% 
1% 
-1% 
It will be proven below that this expected waiting time is asymptotic to m I n m, which, 
as shown, is a good approximation for small m. 
Remark. I t  might appear that we should pick an L '  such that E(WLI) = 
sup~uLE(WL), with E ( )  being calculated relative to (S, P).  However,  this 
would allow E(WL) to go to infinity. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. We define a sequence of learners L~, by 
L,(U(i)) = L~(U(i)) if i ~ c 
= ~ if i<c ,  
where c is some possibly large integer. 
Clearly, Le is consistent, rewardable, and adaptive, but E(WLo) >/c in every 
research environment.  Such learners could arise naturally if we insisted on 
observing inputs a given number  of t imes before accepting them. The  motivat ion 
behind such an algorithm would be to help avoid error transmission. 
We now calculate the expected speed of the slow learner for the weak and 
strong random environments. 
THEOREM 4.3. (i) For the weak research environment 
E(WL1) = m. 
(ii) For the strong research environment 
E(WL1) = m X -~ ~ m ln m" 
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Proof. (i) L 1 waits to see all m atoms. Since all universes of a weak research 
environment are nontrivial (2.6) it will always take exactly m steps. 
(ii) We in essence are asking how long, on the average, we have to wait 
to see all m atoms at least once. 
The generating function is A(m"n)(x) of 4.1(d). By (13) of 4.1(e) we have 
" W k=m E(La)  = mE~=x (I/k). 
We will prove below that the fastest learning speed is attained by L=. I f  the 
speeds ofL 2 andL 1 are asymptotic then all learning speeds are asymptotic. Hence 
we prove 
THEOREM 4.4. For large m 
E(WL~) ~-~ E(WLx) ~'~ m In m. 
Proof. It suffices to prove E(WL2 ) ~-~ m In m. 
We first prove a preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. Fix integers m and k satisfying 
and 
m)4 ,  
k>~2, 
m )4  k. 
Let c~ = (~)/2 m, 0 ~ j ~ m. Then 
(i) ~ c~-=l ;  
all j 
1 
(ii) ~ c 5 >~ 1 2k; 
j>m/41¢ 
k=~ 1 
(iii) i f j~> 1, ~ ~ ~ 1 q- log j; 
k=l  
k=; 1 
(iv) i f j>O,  ~>~log( jq -1 ) .  
k=l. 
Proof. (i), (iii), and (iv) are well known. 
(ii) I f j  < m/2 then 
Cj -~  Cj+ 1 , (14) 
643/4I / I -7  
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Also 
~ < ~. 05) 
j<<m/2 
Let l~r<m/4  ~r+ 1, withr  an integer. If m>/4 ,  c o+q<c~.  This 
and repeated use of (14) gives 
ci <~ ~ c~+i <~ "'" <~ ck~+i <~ "'" <~ ~ c(~-l)~+i 
i=0 i=1 i=1 i=1 
with sr < m/2 ~ (s + 1)r. Hence, by (15), 
i=q" rs 
i=0 0 
But m/2 <~ (s + l)r ~< (s + 1) m/4 ~, and k >/2. Hence 
c, ~ 1/2 ~. 
O<<.i<~m]4 ~ 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Upper bound. By (6) and Lemma 4.5(i) and (iii) 
J~  
E(Wz~) ~ m ~ cj(1 + log j) ~-~ m(1 + log m) ~-~ m log m. 
j= l  
Lower bound. Let k ---- log{log m/log 4}. Then if m ~> 4, we have m ~> 1, 
k ~> 2, and m >/4 ~. Hence by (6) and 4.5(ii) and (iv) 
j=m j'=cr~ 
E(WL~) >/m~=o  c j log(j+m) />mj>m/4, ~ cj log(~m +1)  
~>m(1-  ~--v)(logm--klog4)~-~mlogm. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let (S, P) be a research environment. Then we define the 
SPEED OF THOUGHT IN (S, P) = inf E(WL), (16) 
the inf being over all adaptive l arners. 
The definition is highly nontrivial. The inf is taken over all learners--even 
nonrecursive ones. No restrictions are placed on the machines--the machines 
are even allowed to "cheat" and look ahead at the answers. 
Despite this generality the amazing adaptive learning theorem gives a lower 
bound for the speed of thought in random research environments. More startling 
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is the fact that the lower bound is irrelevant--al l  adaptive learners learn at 
asymptotically the same rate. 
Without using complicated machinery we can still prove: 
LEMMA 4.7. In (16) it suffices to take the inf over all adaptive L that are 
consistent and nonshy (2.8 and 2.9). 
Proof. Suppose L is inconsistent or shy. Then there is a universe, U0, and 
an integer j ,  such that there is no f belonging to U(j) with L(Uo(j))(f) = 1. 
We fix a functiong belonging to U(j). We define a learnerL'  by 
L'(U(k))(f) = 1 if U= U0,k=j ,  andf=g 
= L(U(k)(f) otherwise. 
Obviously, WL(U) * j, if U(j) = Uo(j). Hence for all U, WL'(U) <~ WL(U) 
proving the lemma. 
Remark. Our goal is to prove that in (16) it suffices to take the inf over all 
RANC learners (2.12). By Lemma 4.7 we have been left to deal with rewarda- 
bility. For this we need the tree machinery of the next sections. 
V 
To prove the adaptive learning theorem we first have to convert calculations 
involving waiting times into certain calculations on trees. 
We therefore review certain preliminaries on trees. Basic facts and notations 
about trees can be found in Brainerd (1969). Following Brainerd we will regard 
trees as a map between a tree structure and a label alphabet. We will therefore 
speak about the nodes and their labels. 
We first give some general definitions about finite trees which have labels in 
some finite alphabet. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Suppose n is a node and n' is a leaf. We will call n', "a leaf 
of n" or "one of n's leaves" if n' is a descendant of n. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A path from a node n is a set of nodes ni; 1 <~ i ~ r, with 
(i) n 1 = n, 
(ii) ni+l is a child of ni, and 
(iii) nr is a leaf. 
DEFINITION 5.3. (i) I f  n is a leaf then we can associate to it the path from 
the root to n. 
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(ii) By convention we shall speak about the LEAF  n or the PATH n. "n" 
by itself will denote PATH n. 
(iii) The word path will denote any path from the root to a leaf. 
DEFINITION 5.4. (i) A path from a node n to a leaf n', will be called mono- 
chromatic, if whenever n and n' are identically labeled, then the whole path from 
n to n' is also identically labeled. (To explain the name, each label can be thought 
of as a color; monochromaticity means that the whole path has one color whenever 
the two endpoints do.) 
(ii) A node is monochromatic if all paths from it are monochromatic. 
(iii) A tree is monochromatic if all paths in it are monochromatic. 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let n be a node. Let 
l n' is a leaf of n, and Iq> 
F<~) ~ f (iOn , is labeled with f 9" (17) 
For eachf~F  we define 
L~ ~) ~ {n' [ n' is a leaf of n that is labeled with f}. (18) 
(i) n will be said to inherit equally if the L~ ~), for allf~F(~) , have the same 
cardinality (to explain the name, we note that n inherits equally iff it distributes 
all available labels equally among its descendants). 
(ii) A tree equally inherits f all its nodes equally inherit. 
DEFINITION 5.6. (i) Two labelings of the same node structure will be 
said to be n-similar for the node n, ifF<~) (of (17)) is the same set in both labelings. 
(ii) Two labelings of the same node structure will be said to be similar, 
if they are n-similar for every node n. 
LEMMA 5.7. n-similarity and similarity are equivalence r lations. Hence, we 
can speak about the similarity classes, or the n-similarity classes, of some fixed 
node structure. 
Proof. Trivial. 
DEFINITION 5.8. (i) A node n is consistent if at least one of its leaves is 
labeled the same way it is. 
(ii) A tree is consistent if all its nodes are. 
Figure 1 illustrates the concepts we have defined. 
(i) T1-T ~ all have the same node structure and the same label alphabet 
(0, 1, 2). 
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(ii) Similarity. (a) T 1 and T 2 are similar trees. But T 1 and T 3 are not. 
(b) I f  we call the root n, then all three trees are n-similar. 
(iii) Monochromaticity and consistency. T 1 is not monochromatic but is 
consistent; T 2 is both monochromatic and consistent; Ta is monochromatic but not 
consistent. 
(iv) Equal inheritance. (a) No tree inherits equally. Even if the label "2" 
was replaced by a" l "  i n / '3 ,  T a would still not inherit equally. 
(b) The  first level node labeled "1" in I"1, inherits equally. The right= 
hand first level node in T1-- T3 inherits equally. 
Tl.: 
/ 
© 
T2: 
/o 
o 
Fro. 1. Tree illustrating Definitions 5.4-5.8. They are elaborated on in the text. 
DEFINITION 5.9. Let U be a leaf (to which we associate a path from the root 
to U). Suppose n is a node on the path U. We define 
(i) w(n, U) = 1 if the path from n to U ismonochromat ic ;  
0 otherwise; 
(ii) w(n) = ~ w(n, U) ~ the number  of distinct 
allleaves, U monochromatic paths from n; 
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(iii) w(PATH U) = ~ w(n, U); 
qz 
(iv) w(T) = Z w(n) = ~ Z w(n, U) ----= ~ w(PATH U). 
&l ln  n U a l l l eaves ,  U 
w measures thepath weight. Thus we will speak about (i) the weight of a node in a 
path; (ii) the weight of a node; (iii) the weight of the path ending in leaf U; 
(iv) the weight of the tree. 
A fundamental lemma below will relate tree weight and learning speeds by a 
simple linear relationship. Therefore, to find the fastest learning times, we 
investigate heaviest ree weights. 
LEMMA 5.10. 
Proof. 
For a node n, and L~ ~) as in (18) we have 
w(n) <~ sup []L~ ) [] (withF(~) as in (17)). 
feF(n) 
w(n) = the number of monochromatic paths from n 
the number of leaves from n that are labeled the same way n is, 
~< sup IL~ ") ]. 
f 
(19) 
LEMMA 5.11. For every n-similarity class, there is a number c, such that 
]IL~")I] = c, if feF(n) ,  (20) 
for all labelings in which n inherits equally in that similarity class. Thatis, c depends 
upon n and upon the similarity class, but does not otherwise depend upon the labeling, 
nor does it depend upon which f EF(~) is picked. 
Proof. By equal inheritance (5.5), IIL~ ) I[ = IIL~ ) tl i f f l  ,f~ 6F(~). Hence 
[[F(~) [] []L~ n) [I = the number of leaves that descend from n. 
But the right-hand side of this equation is a function of node structure only, 
and F(n ) depends only on the n-similarity class. Hence l] L(n) H depends only on 
the n-similarity class, and is independent of the particular labeling and f used. 
THEOREM 5.12. We presume that we work with a fixed tree structure, label 
alphabet, and node n. We restrict ourselves to labelings in a fixed n-similarity class, 
in which n inherits equally ndis consistent. 
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Then the heaviest (i.e., biggest) possible weight of n (over all such labelings), is 
achieved iff a labeling in which n is monochromatic is used. 
Proof. By 5.10, (19), and (20), w(n) <~ supl IL}~) I = e. 
Suppose n is monochromatic. Say n is labeled g. By consistency at least one 
of n's leaves is labeled g. Hence, by equal inheritance, c of n's leaves are labeled g
(5.11). Since n is monochromatic, there are consequently c monochromatic paths 
from n, and w(n) = c. 
Suppose w(n) = c. Then we must have strict equalities in (19). In particular, 
the number O f monochromatic paths from n equals the number of leaves from n 
that are labeled the same way n is labeled. Hence, n is monochromatic. 
THEOREM 5.13. Fix a structure, T, and a label alphabet. We investigate the 
weights of T over all labelings in some similarity class which leaves T consistent and 
inheriting equally. 
Then the heaviest weight of T is achieved iff T is monochromatic n that labeling. 
Proof. w(T) = ~ w(n). For each n, w(n) is maximal iff n is monochromatic. 
But T is monochromatic iff each n is. 
In calculation of actual tree weights and upper bounds, we will repeatedly 
use (19) and (20). To expedite matters we give a definition and a lemma which 
will convert his to a probabilistic alculation. 
DEFINITION 5.14. Let T be a finite tree with d leaves. The probability space 
of T is the discrete measure space, (S, P), with 
S=(n ln i sa lea fo fT ) .  
Conventions, (a) I f  n 1 is a node, then we associate with it the set {n I n is a 
leaf of ~}. 
(b) "L = f at leaf n" iff n is labeledf. 
LEMMA 5.15. IlL ~n){I = P(L =f /n )  P(n)d. 
Proof. By definition. 
VI 
We are now in a position to prove the adaptive learning theorem. Our basic 
strategy will be to set up a correspondence between learning machines and 
research environments on the one hand, and trees and weights on the other hand. 
The correspondence is roughly as follows: 
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Learning Machines Trees 
I Research environment- . . . . .  
I I  Nonshy learning machines - - - 
I I I  Random environment 
IV Consistency - -  - 
V Rewardable 
VI Waiting t ime- -  
Having defined and proven these 
Theorem 5.13 using VI and V: 
vn  Fastes waiting time 
Rewardable 
Environmental tree 
Function trees 
Equal inheritance and similarity class 
Consistency 
Monochromatic 
Tree weight 
correspondences we will then translate 
- Heaviest weight 
~5.18 
Monochromatic 
This and the next section will consequently take place in seven steps, corre- 
sponding to the above list. We already proved in 4.7 that the fastest learner comes 
from consistent nonshy learners. The tree machinery is needed to deal with 
rewardable learners. A counterexample will show that there are nonrandom 
environments where nonrewardable l arners are fastest. 
Step I. Suppose (S, P)  is a finite research environment of finite length (i.e., 
we assume that both the cardinality of S and the length b, of the universes of S 
(cf. the Remark on 3.6), are both finite integers). 
To any such research environment we associate a finite environmental tree, T, 
which we construct as follows: 
I f  U ~ S, let 
P(U) -  t(U) (21) 
d 
where the t(U) and d are integers with no common factor (the case where some 
of the P(U)  are irrational will be considered below). 
We assign d leaves to the node structure of T. For every U ~ S, we label t(U) 
of these leaves with the universe U. This defines the level b nodes. 
I f  0 ~ i~b,  then U 0 and U 1 will have a common ancestor at level i if 
Uo(i ) ~ Ul(i ). This common ancestor is labeled with the initial segment, 
Uo(i) = u~(i). 
Remark 1. Let n be a node of level i that lies on a path that terminates in a 
leaf labeled with the universe U. 
According to the construction above, n is labeled with the initial segment U(i). 
In the figures, however, it will prove less cumbersome to label n with the verse 
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V(i), that lies in (a1% as*,..., am ~:, 2@ (The initial segment U(i) can be rederived 
by reading down the path to n from the root.) 
EXAMPLE 6.1. The following will also serve as a useful counterexample 
later on (see Fig. 2). 
Note that our environment is not random. It  is not, however, that ad hoc. 
We can give the following useful interpretation: Let our space be the two lights 
on a traffic light. Let 
xl+ = red light = a 1 , 
x 1- = green light = a s . 
FIe. 2. 
GENERATORS:  x I 
ATOMS:  a I = xl;  a 2 = x~ 
RESEARCH ENVIROnmENT:  
w i th  
U 1 = ,1 1 1 - ' ' a  I 
2 0 0 . . a 2 
+ 
( i i )  ~(ux  ) -- 1 /  3 
~(ua)  = 2/3  
ENVIRONMENTAL TREE: 
, / l  
: • ° 
U1 U2 ~/2 
An example of a research environment and its environmental ree. 
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Then we define the boolean functions: 
xi+ = R = red light; 
x i -  -~ G = green light; 
x i v x i -  = Y = yellow light (both lights on); 
xi+ ^  x i -  = B -~ black light (no light). 
(22) 
Thus (S, P) is simply a cautious traffic light. I f  you see green first (as +) then 
ai+ will be flashed afterwards, making a yellow light. I f  you first see red (ai+) 
then you will not have it changed to yellow, since a s- will be seen afterwards. 
Remark 2. The irrational case (where some of the P(U) in (21) are irrational) 
will not be used in this paper, and hence we ignore it. 
Obviously, however, we could deal with it as follows. For each integer j we 
could pick an error, ej, with lim e~ = 0. We Could then define a sequence of 
environmental trees with (21) replaced by ]P (U) -  t(U)/d(j)] < e~-. This, 
however, has complications and will not be developed further here. 
Remark 3. Step 1 gives a map from the class of finite research environments 
of finite length into the class of finite labeled trees. Definition 5.14 then gives a 
map from the class of finite labeled trees into the class of probability spaces. 
When these two maps are composed they give the identity, thus motivating our 
correspondences. 
Consequently, if n is a node labeled W(i) the following abuses of notation will 
be assumed in the sequel: 
(a) P(E =f in )  = P(E  -~ f /W(i))  = P(E(U) = f /W( i )  - U(i)); 
(b) P(n) = P(W(i)) = P(U(i) = W(i)). 
I f  n is a leaf labeled with universe U then we let 
(c) w(PATH U) = w(PATH n). 
The leaves in all trees in the sequel will be labeled with full and consistent 
universes. The length of the path from the root to a leaf in any tree will depend 
only on the tree, not the leaf, i.e., all trees will have a fixed length. 
Step I I . Let (S, P) be a research environment and T its environmental tree. 
Let L be a nonshy learning machine. 
To each suchL we define a function tree as follows: 
(i) The tree structure of the function tree is the same as the tree structure 
of the environmental tree. 
(ii) Suppose n is a node labeled W(i) in the environmental tree. Then we 
label n with L(W(i)) in the function tree. 
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EXAMPLE 6.2. Returning to 6.1 above we define boolean functions as in (22). 
Hence the function tree forL~ (of 2.7) on the (S, P) of 6.1 would be as given in 
Fig. 3. 
This corresponds to the equations: 
4(v(o) )  = B, 
L~(UI(1)) =R,  
L2(Ue(1)) : G, 
L~(UI(2)) = R, 
n2(uz(2)) = Y. 
In the sequel the word tree will refer to either the environmental or function 
tree, it being clear from the labels which one we are speaking about. 
ENVIRONMENTAL TREE: 
J 
U 1 U 2 U 2 
NODE STRUCTURE: 
FUNCTION TREE OF ]~2: 
w~2(~) . . . . . . .  1 2 2 
)=i. + 3 2 + 2 = l~ AVERA~E--E (W~a 
FIG. 3. All example of the function tree of the environment ofFig. 2. WL~(U) denotes 
the waiting time of L~ (of 2.7) in this environment. 
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Remark. In the sequel all learners will be nonshy and hence will have 
function trees. Our goal is calculation of the speed of thought, and by 4.7 there is 
no loss of generality in considering nonshy learners only. We will use the nota- 
tions of 2.9: L(U(j)) ~- f i f fL(U(j))(f)  = 1. 
ST~P III. LEMMA 6.3. (i) Let ( S, P) be a finite random research environment. 
Then all adaptive learners defined over (S, P) belong to the same similarity class 
(5.6). 
(ii) The function trees of all adaptive learners inherit equally (5.5). 
(iii) I f  n is a node labeled W(i) in the environmental tree then the n-similarity 
class of any adaptive learner is 
F ~) = {f J f belongs to W(i)} : " 
with F "~ as in (17). 
Proof. (S, P) has only full consistent universes. I f L  is adaptive and U is a 
universe which labels some leaf, then L(U)must be the unique function, f, 
belonging to U.  If U(i) ~- W(i) then f belongs to W(i). Conversely (e.g., by 
3.6(iv)) i f f  belongs to W(i) then there is a universe, U, whose unique explanation 
is f, and U(i) = W(i). This proves (iii) and (iii) implies (i). By the preceding 
remarks, and by 3.6(iV), there is equal inheritance. 
STEP IV: LEMMA 6.4. Let (S, P) be a finite random research environment. 
I f  L is consistent (2.8), then the function tree of L is consistent (5.8). 
Proof. Let n be a node, labeled W(i) in the environmental ree. SayL(W(i)) 
f. Thenf  belongs to W(i) (by consistency of L). By 3.6(iv) there is at least one 
leaf of n, say n', that is labeled with a universe that hasfas its explanation. Hence, 
the function tree is consistent. 
STEP V: THEOREM 6.5. Let (S, P) be a fini~te random research environment. 
Then a nonshy, consistent learner, L, is rewardable (2.10), zff its associated tree, T, 
is monochromatie (5.4): 
Proof. Suppose L is rewardable. Suppose n is a node and n' one of its leaves, 
with n and .n' labeled f in the function tree. Let n be labeled with the initial 
segment W(i), and n' be labeled with the universe U in the environmental tree. 
It suffices to prove that the path from n to n' is labeledf. 
SinceL is consistent, f belongs to W(i) =- U(i). Since U is full and consistent, 
f i s  the unique explanation of U. Hence, f belongs to U(i + 1), U(i + 2),..., etc., 
and by rewardability L(U(i)) = L(U( i - /  1)) 7~ . . . .  ~ f. Hence T is mono- 
chromatically abeled. . . . . . .  
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SupposeL is not rewardable. Then there must be nodes, n 1 and n 2 , and initial 
segments W(i) and W(i q-1),  and funetionsf andg, such that 
(i) W(i) labels n 1 and W(i q- 1) labels n 2 in the environmental tree; 
(ii) n 1 is labe ledf  and n 2 is labeled g in the function tree. 
(iii) f belongs to W(i) and W(i + 1), and g belongs to W(i + 1). This is 
il lustrated in Fig. 4. 
We also observe, by consistency of the function tree (or its similarity type, or 
its equal inheritance (cf. 3.6(iv))) that there are two leaves from n2, say n 3 and n4, 
such that one of them is labeledf  and one is labeled g. 
ENVIRONMENTAL REE: [ w(t) 
NODE STRUCTURE." 
". n 2 
n# 
FUNCTION TREE: f~ ~ ~i g 
FIe. 4. Graphic illustration of the setup used in the proof of part of Theorem 6.5. 
Further elaboration is given in the text. 
But then the path from n 1 to n~ violates nl-monochromaticity. 
STEP VI: THEOREM 6.6. Let (S, P) be a research environment and L an 
adaptive learning machine defined over it. Let T be the environmental tree; we 
suppose T has d leaves and all its paths are of length b. Then 
1 w(T). (23) : e~wL)  = (b + 1) - -  
Proof. (a) WL(U) = b + 1 - -w(PATH U), for any universe U: 
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Proof.  Say Wz(U)  = b + 1 - -  i. Suppose U is the label for node n 1 . Let 
the immediate ancestor of n 1 be n2; let n~'s immediate ancestor be n3; etc. (see 
Fig. 5). 
Then 
wL(u)  : b + 1 - i 
~The paths from nj, 1 ~ j  ~ i, to U are monochromatic, but~ 
<=~ 
(the paths from n~, j > i, are not monochromatic 
tw(nj, u) -- 1; 1 ~< j < i I 
"~ tw(nj, U) O; j> i  
-~ i = ~ w(n, U) = w(U) 
wL(U)  = b + 1 - -  w(U) .  
b ~ d * t I m .L * . - -  ~ J 0 
g 
f nx I b +'I (i-l) 
£ hi_2 . . . .  b + 1 - (i-2) 
i n 5 . . . . .  b - 2 
f£ n 2 _ b - i 
nl ~..- b 
U 
FIG. 5. Graphic illustrat*on of the setup used in the proof of Theorem 6.6. By" 
abuse of notation the figure combines the environmental and function tree together~ 
Further elaboration is given in the text. 
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(b) E(WL) = 1~ Wz(U(~,) (24) 
where the summation is over all leaves n, and U (~) is the universe that labels n. 
Proof. E(Wz) =~2trP(U)WL(U), the summation over all universes U. 
Suppose P(U) = t(U)/d (a s in (21)). By construction, there are t(U) leaves 
labeled with U. The contribution from these t(U) leaves to (24) is 
l t (u )  WL(U) = P(U) WL(U). 
(c) Hence, 
E(Wz) = I ~ wL(U (~') 
= lamea~ves, n {b + 1 - -w(PATH n)} 
=1[  d(b + 1) - d y, w(PATH n)] 
a l l  l egves ,  n 
= (b q- 1) -- lw(T),  
proving (23). 
Figure 6 shows the path weights for the nodes of example 6.1 and 6.2. b = 2; 
b -k l  =3;andd=3.  Hence 
1 w( r ) .  I~=E(WL=) =3- -14=b-51- -71  
TABLE VII 
Properties of the Learners of Examples 6.1, 6.2, and Fig. 7 a 
Rewardable Adaptible Nonshy Consistent Learning speed 
Lz 1 1 1 1 2~ 
L" 0 1 1 1 6 3 
' 2 L 7 1 1 1 1 
L s 1 1 1 1 
a The properties--rewardable, consistent, etc., were defined in 2.8-2.11. 
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ENVIRONNENTAL TREE: 
g I g 2 g 2 
FUNOTION TREE: NODE WEIGHTS: 
B 
1 2 2 
o 
~( wza 3 
FIC. 6. Node weights for the trees of Figs. 2 and 3. 
We now list a collection of learners on this research environment. The 
learners are given in Fig. 7. 
Remarks  1. L 2 is adaptive in all universes, but L~, 6 ~ i ~ 8 is adaptive 
only in the two universes hown. 
We can remedy this by redefining L~ by induction as follows: 
L~(U( j ) )  = L~(U( j ) )  i f j  = 1 or 2, and U = U 1 or U2; 
-~ L~(U( j  - -  1)) i f L~(U( j  - -  1)) is defined and consistent with U(j); 
== L2(U( j ) )  otherwise. 
The resulting L~ is adaptive in all universes and is rewardable ifLi is. 
Remarks 2. The L'i have the properties indicated in Table VII.  L 6 is not 
rewardable. To make L n rewardable would require LT. Nevertheless, the non- 
rewardable L 6 appears to have the fastest speed. This will be proven below. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL TREE 
LEARNER 
T. 6 
17 
Z 8 
/, 
al. 
FUNCTION TREES 
• 
R ~ Y  
R 
NODE WEIGHTS 
1 
w(T) E(WL)=3- ~w(T) 
~- 2 2/3 
7 2/3 
Fic. 7. Examples Of learners for the environment of Fig. 2. 
VI I  
Step Vii. We are now ready, for some basic results using our machinery. 
THeOm~M 7.1. There exists a research environment ( S, P) such that the fastest 
adaptive learners are nonrewardable, and no rewardable learner can think as fast. 
Proof. We use the research environment of 6.1 and 6.2, Fig. 7, and Table VII.  
643/4x/x-8 
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We have already seen that the nonrewardable arner, L6, has speed ½ and this 
saves at least 50 % over other rewardable learners. We are left to prove that ½ is 
the speed of thought in this environment and that no rewardable learner can do 
as well. 
By 5.10, or (19), w(n) ~ sup I L~ ") I. 
We label the nodes as in Fig. 8. We see that n 2 , nz, n 5 , and n 6 have only one 
path emanating from them. Hence 
w(n2) ~ 1, (25) 
w(n~) ~< 1, (26) 
w(ns) ~< 1, (27) 
w(n,) ~< 1. (28) 
~NVIRONMENTAL TREE NODE STRUCTURE FUNCTION TREE 
o 
U l U 2 U 2 
u~ 
u 6 ~ Y  
4 " • 
o • • 
R Y Y 
FIG. 8. The setup for the proof of Theorem 7.1. The example comes from Figs. 2 
and 3. Adaptability forces the labeling of the leaves of the function tree. We are however, 
free to label the rest of it as we please. Further elaboration may be found in the text. 
n 4 has two paths emanating from it. Hence 
w(n4) ~< 2. (29) 
Now since we are interested in adaptive learners we must have convergence 
to the correct answer on Step 2, as shown in Fig. 8. Hence 
sup]lZ~l) l[ = sup([ L(R ~p r, I Z(r ~) 1) <~ sup(l, 2) = 2. (30) 
To achieve (26)-(28), or equivalently, by adaptability, we have to label 
n3-R ,
ns-Y, 
n6-Y. 
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To achieve (25) we label 
n2-R.  
To achieve (29) we must label 
n4-Y. 
To achieve (30) we must label 
nl-Y.  (31) 
This is the labeling of L~ (see Fig. 7). 
Thus we have given a constructive proof that the nonrewardable L 6gives the 
unique heaviest tree, and hence by 6.6 the fastest speed. 
To prove that the fastest learner is not rewardable it would be sufficient o 
note that (30) necessitates (31). But if the root is labeled Y, then rewardability 
necessitatesL 7 , which has a slower speed thanL 6 and hence is not fastest. 
In contrast to the preceding theorem, we have 
THEOREM 7.2. Let (S, P) be a finite random environment. Then an adaptive 
learner L learns at the speed of thought iff L is a RANC learner. 
Proof. By 4.7 we may considerL consistent and nonshy. By 6.3 the function 
trees of all adaptive learners are similar and inherit equally. By 6.6 a learner has 
a fastest speed iff its associated tree is heaviest (i.e., biggest) in weight. But by 
5.12 the maximum weight of a tree in a given similarity class is achieved iff 
the tree is monochromatic. By 6.5 a tree is monochromatic iffL is a rewardable 
learner. 
Hence, among all nonshy, consistent learners, maximum speed is achieved 
iff the learner is rewardable proving the theorem. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let (S, P) be the strongly random environment. Then L learns 
at the speed of thought iff L is a RANC learner. 
Proof. (a) Let (Sb, Pb) be the finite strong research environments, and let 
Tb be the associated environmental tree. We let U (b) vary over the universes in 
Sb • Then, by 6.6, 
E(W) = lim ~ P(U ` b)) W(U <b)) 
b->~o U(O) 
_ l im lb + 1 _ 1 I b+® d--~ w( Tb) • (32) 
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I l L  is a RANC learner then w(Tb) is maximal for each b and E(WL) will be 
maximal. 
The converse, however, does not immediately follow. For there may be a 
non-RANC learner, L, such that, b + 1 --  (lid(b)) w(T~ L)) is less than the 
maximum for each b, but in the limit gives a maximum for E(W), 
(b) Suppose therefore, thatL is nonrewardable. We shall show E(WL) to be 
below the maximum. 
We suppose therefore (cf. Fig. 9) that there are nodes, n 1 and nz, such that f  
,labels n 1 and g labels n 2 in L's function tree. Let L* be a rewardable learner 
with f labeling n 1 in the function tree of L*, andf  labels n 2 . 
Using 5.10, 5.14, and 5.15 we calculate uppe r bounds on the contributions 
of n 1 and n 2 to the node weights in the right-hand side of (32), as shown in 
FUNCTION TREE OF L* 
1 
f ~ nl 
I 
FUNCTION TREE OF L 
u 1 
g n 2 
FIG. 9. Graphic illustration of the setup for the proof of Theorem 7.3(b). Further 
elaboration may be found in the text. 
Table VII I .  d(b) is the number of leaves on level b. By 3.6(iv), P(E = f/n2) 
P(E = gin2). Hence by (32) and Table VII I ,  assuming other things equal, we get 
I E(WL,) -- E(WL)I ~ Pb(E : f/nz) Pb(n2) (33) 
which by 3.6(v) (and 3.5(ii)) goes in the limit to P(E : f/n2)P(n2) I a quantity 
independent of b. 
Hence a non-RANC learner does not think at the speed of thought (in the sense 
of 4.6). 
Remark. (Sb, Pb) has deleted from it the:n0nfull universes. We have to check 
that this does not alter the tree weight in the llmiL 
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TABLE VIII  
Contributions of w(nl) and w(n2) to the Weight of the Function Trees of L* and L" 
Contribution to weight Contribution to weight 
of function tree of L* of function tree of L 
w(nl) through n2, 
i.e., i Pb(E = f/n~) P(n~) d(b) 
~'~'n, 2 l i es  on  PATH U w(nl , PATH U) 
w(n2) P~(E = f/nz) P(n2) d(b) Pb(E = gin2) P(n~) d(b) 
a The.estimations are assumed maximum. We use (19) and 5.15; w(n2) <~ [L~2) I ~< 
Pb(E = h/n~) P(n~) d(b). As is clear from Fig. 9, nl does not contribute to the weight of T L 
via leaves that pass through n2• nl contributes to w(Ti. ) through n2, the same as' n2 con- 
tributes. Obviously nl contributes to the tree weight by paths not through n2 also, but 
these contributions are the same in T L and TL, .: Thus we are not really measuring the 
contribution of  w(na) but rather the contribution of S~% lies onPATH U w(n:, PATH U). 
To  calculate an upper bound on the contribution of nonful l  universes, we 
observe that w(n, U) ~ 1 for all nodes n on a path that terminates with a leaf 
labeled with a nonfull  universe. 
Hence, w(U) ~b,  for all nonfull  U. Hence, by 3.5(ii) or (3)-(5), 
Z Z ,E w(U) 
n all nonfull U U, nonfuli 
To  il lustrate further the techniques of 6.6, 5.10, 5.15, and 5.14, we  calculate 
the speed of thought in the weakly random research environment. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let (S, P) be the weakly random research environment. Then 
1 
' '  allLinf E(WL) ~ m -- 1 + 2~ 
Proof. (a) Let  T w be the environmental  tree of (S, P). Then  b = m = the  
length of the universes of S;  d = 2*~mI = S = the number  of universes (leaves). 
Proof. Lemma 3.4. 
w(n) <~ sup~P (E = fin) P(n)d. (34) 
Proof. 5.10 and 5.15. 
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(c) 
then 
If n is a node of level i, andf  belongs to the initial segment that labels n 
1 
P (E =f/n) -- 2m_, , (35) 
1 P(n) -- (36) 12,/, (m)l 
Proof. Equation (35) follows from 3.6(iv). 
Equation (36): Suppose the path from the root to n is labeled by b~, 
0 ~ r ~ i, with brE(aff, a2+,..., am +, al-,..., am-, 2~). The probability that b 1 
will occur on step 1 is 1/2m. Say b 1 = a~ -+ (or aF). By n0ntriviality (2.6), aj+ 
(or a f )  is prohibited on Step 2. By consistency (2.4), a f  (or aj+) is also prohibited 
on Step 2. Hence, the probability of bz on Step 2 is 1/(2m -- 2). Similarly, if 
b 2 = ak +,then on Step 3, nontriviality and consistency prohibit aj+, a~-, ae +, 
and a~-. Hence, the probability of b~ on Step 3 is 1/(2m -- 4). Continuing by 
induction we get 
1 1 1 1 
P(n) = 2m 2m - 2 2m~ . . . .  
2'it [7 ] 
Similar reasoning shows the number of nodes on level i (equals the number of 
initial segments of length i) to be 
THENUMBEROFLEVEL iNODES- -p~n) - -U i , (7  ). (37) 
(d) By (34)-(37) 
1 
E(W) <~ m + 1 -- 2mm---- T Z Z w(n) 
i n ,on leve l i  
1 m 1 
= m + 1-- 2Om-- ,20T -2=m  
1 i~m 
=m+l- -~-~ 2 / 
i=0 
=m+l- -~(2  re+l - l )  
1 
=m--1+2~ . 
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This is true for all learners for which equality in (34) holds; i.e., for all RANC 
learners. 
However, by 7.2 this is not true for nonrewardable arners. 
Theorem 7.4 is a sort of mathematical "joke." I f  a machine inputs for m steps 
and guesses only on step m, it will be correct and have average waiting time m 
(4.3(0). However, Theorem 7.2 and 7.4 say that if the machine uses sophisticated 
algorithms, even if it "cheats" and looks ahead, even if it uses nonrecursive 
functions and trys and guesses, then all we can hope to save in average waiting 
time is one input per universe. 
Now m --  1 @ 1/2 ~ is an average and we might hope for a wide variance, so 
at least sometimes we will gain in speed. But this too is futile. 
THEOREM 7.5. THE WEAK ADAPT IVE  LEARNING THEOREM.  (a) In 
the weakly random research environment, all adaptive learners that learn faster 
than or equal to the slow learner learn at asymptotically the same rate. 
(b) The range of learning speeds is 
the maximum being achieved iff L is RANC. 
(c) Let L 1 denote the slow learner, L any RANC learner, W the random 
variable of waiting time, and a the standard deviation. Then 
~(WLI) = O, 
~(WL)  ~ 21/~ 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from 7.4 and 4.3. 
(c) a(WL1 ) -~ 0 is clear (WLI(U) ~ m all U). 
Let L be any RANC learner. Then by definition 
f ~(wL)  ~ = Y~ P(wL  = b) b2 _ e (~k  = b)b . (3S) b=O ~ b=0 
But fo r l  ~b  ~m 
P(WL = b) = P(WL ~ b) - -  P(WL ~ b --  1). (39) 
Now by the rewardability of L 
WL(U) ~ b *~ there exists an initial s'egment W(b), such that 
(i) W(b) = U(b), and (40) 
(ii) L(W(b)) = L(U) 
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where L(U) denotes the unique function f, belonging to U. By (37), 
NUMBER OF INITIAL SEGMENTS OF LENGTH b = 2 b (7)bl .  (41) 
If W(b) is fixed, then 
1 
PfL(U) = L(W(b)) = .2~ . (42) 
This follows from 3.4b, since by nonshyness, L(W(b)) = f, for some function f. 
Again, for fixed W(b) 
1 P (U(b) = W(b)/L(U)= W(b)) = (43) 
• 
This follows, since by the consistency ofL, i f  L(U) = L(W(b)), then the Values 
of W are fixed, and we are inquiring the probability that b atoms from m atoms 
should be picked: (~) b]. 
Hence, by (40)-(43) 
2 b 
P(W ~ b) = 2~ 
and by (39), P(W -----b)2b-1/2% 1 ~ b ~< m. Hence, by (38), 
i a(WL)~ = [~o 2~(b + 1)z-- 2 2b( b -}- I) . t b~O (44) 
By elementary numerical analysis (e.g., Kel!ison, 1975; Section 6.4, p. 131=-133), 
of equivalently, by a straightforward induction on m, we may~ show the right- 
hand side of (44) to be equal to • 
1 
2~ [2~(m 2 -- 2m ~- 3) -- 3 -- {2~(m -- 1) + 1} 2] 
= (m--  1)~q -2  2 ~ m--1)  4-2W 
,~a2. 
Remark. The abovebasically started with (38) and then made estimates 
(39)-(43). The estimates, (39)-(43), did not make any use of the properties of L 
other than its rewardability, nonshyness, and consistency. Hence I this technique 
can be used to give an independent proof that all RANC !earners learn at the same 
speed. It can also give an independent proof of 7.4. These proofs and calculations 
can be done on the weak and strong random environments as well as several 
generalized random environments. 
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VIII 
In this section we summarize our results and indicate philosophical implica- 
tions. 
THEOREM 8.1. THE ADAPTIVE LEARNING THEOREM. (a) Let (S, P) 
be any research environment. Then the speed• ofthought may be derived by restricting 
oneself to the subclass of consistent, nonshy learners. 
(b) There exist environments in which 
(i) the speed of thought is achieved by nonrewardable learners; 
(ii) no RANC learner does as well. 
(c) In any random research environment, however, a learner learns at th  
speed of thought iff it is RANC. 
(d) Furthermore, all learners in a random environment, hat learn at least as 
fast as the slow learner (L 1 of 2.7), learn at asymptotically the same rate. 
(e) The speed of thought in the strongly random research environment is 
asymptotically, m In m, where m is the number of atoms; the speed of thought in 
the weakly random environment is a ymptotically m. 
Proof. (a) 4.7. (b) 7.1. (c) 7.2 and 7.3. (d) This follows from 7.5, 7.3, and 4.4, 
and the fact thatL~ is RANC. (e) 4.4 and 7.5. 
There are two philosophical reas which we must analyze: 
Remark 1. Recognition vs. Research. Using the contrast of (b) and (c) we may 
succinctly state the difference between recognition and research, (cf. Section 1, 
Remark 1). 
DEFINITION 8.2. A recognition problem is one that involves a nonrandom 
environment; a research problem is a learning situation that involves a random 
environment. 
Thus in Example 6.1, 6.2, Fig. 7, and Table 7, given that a2+ was seen on step 
one, then we know that al+ will be seen on Step 2. Hence, the learnerL 6of Fig. 7 
can use this preknowledge of the environment to correstly guess on Step 1 or 0. 
L 6 does not have to wait to Step 2, since it already knows on Step 1 what will 
happen on Step 2. 
In a random environment, however, it would be qually likely to have al+ or a 1- 
on Step 2. Nopreknowledge of the environment is possible. Hence a machine 
designed for a random environment can do poorer in a recognition environment. 
We can relate this conceptualization to the usual maximum-likelihood-ratio 
approach to pattern recognition (e.g., Ullman, 1973; Mendel and Fu, 1970; 
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Chen, 1973; etc.). By, 6.6, maximum speed occurs with heaviest weight. By 5.10 
and 5.15, weight is dependent on 
f belongs to the initial segmentt. 
P (E = f/n) that labels n 
For a random environment, by 3.6(iv), P(E = f/n) = 1/2 m-~', for a l l f  belonging 
to the label of n. Hence the maximum-likelihood ratio does not prefer any func- 
tion, and it is best to preserve the status quo and continue our guess if it is still 
consistent (that is, behave rewardably). 
For a nonrandom environment, however, the maximum-likelihood ratio 
demands picking supf P(E = fin). By 5.15 this gives the heaviest node weight, 
and hence a maximum speed. 
This situation is typical of recognition of printed characters. The number of 
boolean functions is very high (the masks of the rectangular grid into which the 
field of vision is divided is big; the number of functions is still larger (cL TableII). 
But only 26 functions are used. Hence, the problem is not one of pattern research 
but rather of pattern recognition. The basic strategy is to use our preknowledge 
of solutions via the maximum-likelihood ratio (cf. Ullman 1973, Table II). 
Remark 2. The generality of our definition of learning machine (2.3) 
possibly obscured some of the restrictions inherent in it. The principal restric- 
tion emerges from the requirement of L being a function of past inputs. Only one 
value can be assigned to a given initial segment. Thus the total number of correct 
guesses at Step i is bounded by the total number of initial segments of length L 
For example, there is only one initial segment of length 0 -N.  Hence, at most 
one guess can be made at step 0. Hence, even if we allow use of preknowledge, 
an environment which illustrates at least two patterns, must have speed of thought 
> 0. Similarly, there are only 2m initial segments of length l(al+ , a2+,..., am+ , 
al- , as-,... , am- ). Hence, at most 2m correct guesses can be made on Step 1, etc. 
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